IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.
Eliot I. Bernstein
Founder
Direct Dial: 561.364.4240

VIA – EMAIL

Saturday, January 10, 2004

Norman Zafman
Partner
Blakely Sokoloff Taylor & Zafman, LLP
12400 Wilshire Blvd.
Seventh Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1030
Re:

Response to your Letter Dated December 10, 2003

Dear Norm,
To clarify your letters numerous mistakes and mistruths is of utmost importance to the
Company, as we now have to evaluate where exactly you are coming from. First, the
tone of the letter was dictated by the tone of your previous correspondences whereby you
somehow try and accuse us of lying to you and violating your trust.
First, it is apparent that despite what you think about Martyn, our foreign associate, and
the Company’s conversations, you are wrong in that you somehow indicate that he did
not plan and would not file our response which contained the exposure of the numerous
crimes alleged against the company’s past patent counsel. Moreover, Martyn, contrary to
your accusations did in fact make the filings contrary to your letters comments that he
would not. Therefore, we did not misrepresent the conversations with Martyn as your
letter tries to indicate.
Second, you did make all the decisions with Crossbow on which patents to file and then
accepted a direct payment from Crossbow to execute such decisions, against the Board’s
and my own desires and repeated requests. Accepting this money from Crossbow was
done without Company consent or knowledge. Then, after this fiasco, you commented
that you had done it for my own good and subsequently after repeated requests from the
Company stated you would not deal with Crossbow from that point forward, of which
you have honored. Problem is, damage was already done.
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As to the assignments on the 939 patent amongst others, the assignment was found to be
non-existent by the Company and then when you were confronted with the fact that we
discovered no assignment, you sent one over, 2 years after you were retained to do so.
Further, did you send assignment forms to all the inventors to get this corrected, not just
me and did you seek to correct the inventors to what was repeatedly told to you as Eliot
Bernstein, Zakirul Shirajee and Jude Rosario? Again, it appears that you failed to
perform, as this was never done as the Company requested and so the assignment you
sent to Eliot Bernstein would have only covered 1/3 of the inventors, again leaving the
Iviewit shareholders in a situation whereby their rights in the patents remain defective
and shareholder fraud has occurred, as all shareholders where assured that the
assignments were being corrected and the inventors were all assigning their interests.
Without all the proper inventors their interests remain fraught with error and are
defective.
As to investigating the allegations of fraud that you were engaged to do, you were fully
apprised with the knowledge of what Iviewit had been alleging against attorney’s
Raymond Joao, Kenneth Rubenstein, William Dick, Douglas Boehm, Christopher
Wheeler, Steven Becker, and Brian Utley (the then past President and COO of Iviewit).
Iviewit and Crossbow initially wanted to investigate the status of the patents and we
retained your firm, at the request of Irell and Manella to investigate these matters and
further you billed for services to have the patents investigated and analyzed on
assignment problems, inventor problems, content problems, etc.
The reason for us retaining your firm was to address these issues and these issues
surfaced as you know because we found two sets of patents in Brain Utley’s possession,
one the Company had never seen, which contained math errors and wrong inventors and
the likes. Issues arose whereby Crossbow commissioned work from you for themselves
of which they also were apprised of issues with the missing inventors and discovery by
your firm of patents written directly into Brain Utley’s name which were in diametric
opposition to the terms of his employment agreement per your review and done by Foley
& Lardner and Mr. Utley’s friend Mr. William Dick. Once your firm found these
patents that shareholders and management were unaware of, and had to have them
assigned to Iviewit and then further based on your evaluation those patents were
abandoned, at that point you were fully aware that Utley invented nothing and that he was
being removed from ALL patents and again we find your failure to correct this may in
fact pose serious problems risk of more shareholder fraud on the remaining patents with
his name and faulty assignments.
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Further, upon Crossbow ceasing funding of the Company, partly due to what they
claimed was the state of the patents your opinion letter uncovered, you were given clear
orders by the Company to not accept any funds for future work for them and under no
circumstances to accept monies from them for patent filing feels. At the point that you
knew we were at odds with Crossbow we had asked that you refrain from any future
dealings and transactions directly with them and you usurped the decision and instead
took the filing fees directly from them and filed what they requested and took payment
directly from them instead of the Company.
You were aware when you met with us initially that we had discovered two sets of patent
books in Brain Utley’s possession and then further you were aware that inventors were
missing, content was missing, titles had been changed and that this all exposed the
Company’s patents to problems that you undertook to correct. Further, after receiving
the records from Foley & Lardner we found further evidence of fraud as the Company
became aware of patents not assigned to the Company, that were not disclosed to the
Company or investors, in Mr. Utley’s sole name, aided and abetted by Foley & Lardner,
that neither the Company nor it’s investors were aware of. With regards to the patents
illegally applied for in Utley’s name, you undertook the task of then attempting to assign
the patents back to Iviewit using Mr. Utley’s employment contract as a basis for reverting
them back to the Company. With regards to the overlapping patents discovered whereby
Utley tries to insert himself on prior patents, we commissioned you to remove Utley and
put back the original inventors (Eliot Bernstein, Jude Rosario, Zakirul Shirajee and
Jeffrey Friedstein), you then sent out letters to each of the original inventors to
accomplish this, but it appears that you have failed to ever complete this. Once you were
FULLY aware of the problems with the patents as you received them, you then
recommended that they be corrected and assured us that you were undertaking the task of
correcting them. Inventors would be corrected and you then sent the inventor signature
pages to change the names to the correct inventors, or so we thought, and you further
recommended that we fix the patents and prepared amendments. Also, upon your and
Crossbow’s actions, you made decisions to drop inventions and reduce overlap caused by
the findings of your firm in analyzing Foley and Lardner’s two sets of patents (one set
without Utley and one set whereby Utley through Foley & Lardner replaces true and
known inventors with himself). These decisions were, despite your whining, made by
your firm and Crossbow without authorization of the Company, in direct violation of the
Companies directives to you, without payment by the Company, and finally the payment
was made directly from Crossbow to BSTZ, (Exhibit 2) which again seems so odd, that
we further had to demand that you firm forever cease direct dialogue with Crossbow, in
writing. Clearly from the Crossbow attorney letter you see that you performed work
and accepted monies from our investor directly which posed a huge and damaging effect
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on the Company and our portfolio and was a severe conflict of interest on your part. The
fact that after the fact you ceased to continue in this bizarre fashion after we had
requested prior that you not accept their money directly or their work requests, does not
alter what further has happened, nor does it indemnify you from problems arising from
these decisions.
We have been working with your firm under the impression that you were fully cognizant
of these matters and this amazing twist of your knowledge leaves one highly skeptical of
what you have been doing and whom you have been working for. Moreover, receiving
your patent portfolio we are very concerned about several issues that appear still incorrect
and appear to have never been rectified. Inventors are still knowingly wrong, invention
titles have not been corrected, matter is still missing and assignments have been left
incorrect. To confirm these issues, outside patent counsel was hired and after a thorough
review of the patents it was determined that (your work included) the state of the patents
was a mess and that to correct just the active ones, it would take another $250,000 to fix
and that decisions made in part by your firm may have led to the loss of certain
inventions for a period of 20 years.
They found that the inventions as described (including your amendments) still failed to
cover the inventions and that certain inventions had been abandoned completely and no
one could make out how or if they could be fixed. Investor fraud is apparent in that the
assignments are still incorrect. Original filing dates had been lost and hosts of other
issues remained stemming from the prior malfeasances. Further, it was determined that
due to the malfeasances and the errors throughout the patent process by patent counsels,
after expending the resources to correct the patents, it would not be certain that the
corrections would hold. Thus, a paradigm exists making it impossible to raise capital due
to the fact that the assignments do not still appear to be correct and with wrong inventors
still listed, even more exposure exists. Additionally, as you are well informed, Crossbow
Ventures has claimed that they have assigned the patents first to themselves and then sold
our Company to DiStream Interactive and yet although you think that the assignments are
not legitimate, you fail to list the assignments on the portfolio you prepared and that we
have been submitting to various authorities investigating the matters and to potential
investors.
On numerous occasions, we have requested that you send the Company information
regarding the cause and effect of the malfeasances. (Exhibit 1) Repeatedly, you have
failed to respond and so with imminent due dates hinging on your response to the issues,
we were forced to take actions to expose the malfeasances and get the answers directly
from the patent offices worldwide and from our foreign correspondent. (Exhibit 3) Your
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current claim of not knowing anything is ludicrous if not professional misconduct and
stands in the face of tremendous evidence that you have had full knowledge since the day
the Company engaged you and your failure to report the above-mentioned malfeasances,
amongst others, is in fact a complete violation of your Rules of Professional Conduct
Your request to remove yourself as counsel to the patent offices is also steeped in false
information regarding the billing matters and your mired “trust” issue which despite your
letters statement that an explanation would be forthcoming we have never received. In
fact, your accusations regarding our contact with the foreign associate is baseless and an
attempt to cover up that we demanded that the malfeasances be uncovered and exposed
months ago by your firm. We questioned Norm, how you had failed to report any of this
to the authorities after we had seen that it falls within your code of professional conduct
to report knowledge of attorney misconduct to the Bar and the proper authorities and
your failure to even respond to our requests is what forced us to action with hours before
the filings were due. You have repeatedly counseled the Company that the wrong
inventors most likely have left investors without full interest in the patents, which would
constitute a complete fraud on our shareholders. What has impressed us is that when we
asked Martyn to petition the foreign examiners to hold the cases based on the frauds he
agreed to do so after we sent him copies of the OED letter, whereas when we asked you
months earlier to file for extensions based on the malfeasances you failed to even respond
to our requests, as is exhibited in the attachments.
Now that you became aware that the Company has taken corrective actions directly and
petitioned the OED and foreign offices (the European Patent and Japanese Offices), your
plea of ignorance is laughable, as we will now add you to the list of corrupted patent
attorneys that have aided and abetted this fiasco on the Company, it’s shareholders, the
USPTO and foreign patent offices. We will be advising the patent office of the true
intent behind your sudden withdrawal as counsel and the true reasons behind your
actions.
Your letter stating that it appears that it is Iviewit’s position to abandon applications is
erroneous in that we have never stated that we wanted to abandon any applications, other
than at your suggestion, other than what you previously abandoned unilaterally and
without Company consent with Crossbow Ventures. Your advice that they were
overlapping and wasteful patents as you determined in investigating the patents sent to
you by Foley & Lardner and for this again we feel that the money wasted on these patents
to then be abandoned and corrected should have been reported to OED at the USPTO and
the counterpart to OED in the foreign arenas. We have not suggested anything but our
repeated request to get all applications both past and present reviewed for the errors and
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frauds you are aware of and therefore extensions in prosecuting the patents until the
malfeasances can be dealt with. To further perpetrate wrong inventors and assignments
and applications is to further perpetrate the frauds that already pose serious risk to their
rights in the patents of all of Iviewit’s shareholders. This is why Norm, we asked you
months ago, if you had reported these malfeasances and that further it was ethically
required that you report the actions of the attorney’s involved to the respective
authorities. We again asked you notify the respective offices and to find that you have
not and are now trying to skirt the issues and shift focus with your claim of ignorance
nonsense is utterly intolerable and will be duly noted to all authorities.
As always, with best regards and thank you very much!
IVIEWIT HOLDINGS, INC.
By:

Eliot I Bernstein
Founder & President
and

P. Stephen Lamont
X_______________________________
Signature Valid

Digitally signed by P. Stephen Lamont
DN: cn=P. Stephen Lamont, o=Iviewit
Holdings, Inc., ou=Corporate, c=US
Date: 2004.01.10 09:02:48 -05'00'

P. Stephen Lamont
CEO
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EXHIBIT 1 – Letter Requesting Information
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Exhibit 2 – Crossbow Letter
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Exhibit 3 – Lamont Letter
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